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Abstract
In this paper we extend our previously discovered exact solution for an SU(2)
gauge theory coupled to a massless, non-interacting scalar eld, to the general
group SU(N+1). Using the rst-order formalism of Bogomolny, an exact,
spherically symmetric solution for the gauge and scalar elds is found. This
solution is similiar to the Schwarzschild solution of general relativity, in that
the gauge and scalar elds become innite at a radius, r
0
= K, from the
origin. It is speculated that this may be the connement mechanism that
has long been sought for in non-Abelian gauge theories, since any particle
which carries the SU(N+1) charge would become permanently trapped once
it entered the region r < r
0
. The energy of the eld conguration of this
solution is calculated.





I. THE SU(N+1) SCHWARZSCHILD-LIKE SOLUTION
In a previous paper [1] we exploited the connection between general relativity and Yang-
Mills theory to nd an exact Schwarzschild-like solution for an SU(2) gauge theory coupled
to a massless scalar eld. In the present paper we wish to show that a similiar solution can be
found for the general group SU(N+1). Instead of using the Euler-Lagrange formalism which
leads to coupled second-order, nonlinear equations, we will use the Bogomolny approach [2]
to derive our eld equations. Bogomolny obtained his rst-order version of the Yang-Mills
eld equations by requiring that the gauge and scalar elds produce an extremum of the
canonical Hamiltonian. The eld equations obtained in this way are rst-order, but their
solutions are also solutions to the second-order Euler-Lagrange equations.
The model which we consider here is an SU(N+1) gauge eld coupled to a massless scalar































































are the structure constants of the gauge group and a; b; c = 1; 2; : : : ; N;N + 1.














































We wish to nd gauge and scalar elds which produce an extremum of H. First we rescale




). This is done so that later on it will be simple to examine the
pure gauge case by setting A = 0. Next we specify that all the elds are time independent,








is the rescaled scalar eld). The time component of the gauge elds
act like an additional Higgs eld except its kinetic term appears with the opposite sign in























































































































































For the total divergence term we have used the denition of the non-Abelian magnetic eld










), and used Gauss's Law to turn the































To get the second expression we have again used the denition of the non-Abelian magnetic
eld. These are the Bogomolny equations [2]. Wilkinson and Goldhaber [4] have given a























are three (N + 1)  (N + 1) matrices of the gauge elds. M
b
(r) and (r) are four
(N + 1)  (N + 1) matrices whose elements are functions of r, and in terms of which
the Bogomolny equations will be written. T
b
are three (N + 1)  (N + 1) matrices which
generate the maximal embedding of SU(2) in SU(N+1). Because of the spherical symmetry











































































it has been shown [4] that the matrix functions, M
+















































































































. Substituting Eqs. (12), (13)


















































= 0. Exact solutions have been found to
Eq. (14) [5] [6] which are generalizations of the well known Prasad-Sommereld solution [7]
for SU(2). The Prasad-Sommereld solution and their generalizations satisfy the boundary
condition that the gauge and scalar elds are nite at the origin. If one does not require

























K is an arbitrary constant with the dimensions of distance. This is the generalization of a
similiar solution which we found for SU(2) using the second-order Euler-Lagrange formalism
[1]. The reason for wanting to generalize our solution to SU(N+1) is to give a possible





(r) of Eq. (15) into the elds of Eq. (9) we nd that these elds





















for this solution also become innite at r
0
. Thus any particle which carries an SU(N+1)
charge would either never be able to penetrate beyond r
0
(when the SU(N+1) charges are
replusive) or once it passed into the region r < r
0
it would never be able to escape back to
the region r > r
0
. One has in a sense a color charge black hole.
Both the present solution and our SU(2) solution were found by using the connection
between Yang-Mills theory and general relativity [8], and trying to nd the Yang-Mills
equivalent of the Schwarzschild solution. The objects in general relativity which correspond
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to the gauge elds are the Christoel coecients,  


. Examining a few of the Christoel














where 2GM the equivalent of the constant K from the Yang-Mills solution. The similarity





(r) of Eq. (15), is striking. The most important similarity from
the point of explaining connement is the existence in both solutions of an event horizon,
from which particles which carry the appropriate charge can not escape once they pass into
the region r < r
0
. For general relativity the appropriate \charge" is mass-energy so that
nothing can climb back out of the Schwarzschild horizon, while in the Yang-Mills case only
particles carrying an SU(N+1) charge will become conned.
One slightly disturbing feature of these Schwarzschild-like SU(N+1) solutions is that they
have an innite energy due to the singularity at r = 0. When quantities such as the energy of
this eld conguration are calculated the integral must be cuto at some arbitrary radius, r
c
.
The singularity at r
0
does not give an innite energy unless one sets r
c
= K. This singular
behaviour at the origin is shared by several other classical eld theory solutions. Both the
Schwarzschild solution of general relativity, and the Coulomb solution in electromagnetism
have similiar singularities. The Wu-Yang solution [9] for static SU(2) gauge elds with no
time component also blows up at the origin, leading to an innite energy if one integrates
the energy density down to r = 0. Just as these classical solutions are not expected to hold
down to r = 0 so the present solution will certainly be modied by quantum corrections
as r approaches zero. Phenomenologically we know that the present solutions can not be
correct for very small r, since they do not exhibit the asymptotic freedom behaviour that
is a desirable consequences of the quantum corrections to QCD. It would be interesting to


















) to the scalar eld part of the Lagrangian,
6
while still retaining the color event horizon feature of the present solution. This smoothing
of the elds at the origin does happen when one compares the Prasad-Sommereld exact
solution (where there are no mass or self interaction terms for the scalar eld) with the the
numerical results of 't Hooft [10] or Julia and Zee [3] (where mass and self interaction terms
are included). The numerical results lead to monopoles and dyons with a nite core, while
the exact Prasad-Sommereld solution leads to a point monopole (despite this their exact
solution still has nite energy when the energy density is integrated down to zero, unlike our
present solution). As in the case of the Prasad-Sommereld solution, introducing mass and
self interaction terms for the scalar elds would require solving the equations numerically,
since we have not been able to nd an analytical solution under these conditions.
To calculate the energy of the eld conguration of our solution it is necessary to integrate
the T
00
component of the energy-momentum tensor over all space, excluding the origin. The
T
00
component of the energy-momentum tensor is similiar to the Hamiltonian density of Eq.












































The energy in the elds of our solution is the integral over all space of T
00
. Using the eld




























Since the elds only have a radial dependence the angular part of the integration can be
easily done. Futher using the radial symmetry to evaluate the integrand along the positive
z^ axis, and using the matrix expression for 
a
as well as the eld equations, Eq. (10), we













































Using the solutions for the elements of the matrices,  and M




















































n(N + 1   n) (21)
Using this in Eq. (20) and carrying through the integration the energy in the eld congu-

























where the sums from Eq. (21) have been done explicitly. This result can be checked against
the SU(2) result [1] by taking N = 1 in Eq. (22), and the expressions for the energy do




= 1 whereas here this factor is divided
out). As it stands there are two arbitrary constants that enter the solution (i.e. K and
r
c
) which would have to be specied before any connection between this Schwarzschild-like
solution and the real world could be carried out. As has already been mentioned K is the
Yang-Mills equivalent of 2GM in general relativity. Thus it could be conjectured that K is
related to the strength of the gauge interaction (G in general relativity), and the magnitude
of the central charge which produces the gauge eld conguration (M in general relativity).
One interesting feature which this general SU(N+1) Schwarzschild-like solution shares
with our previous SU(2) solution is that scalar elds are apparently required in order to get
a physically non-trivial solution. If there where no scalar elds in the original Lagrangian




gauge elds would be pure imaginary. Although the pure gauge case with no scalar elds is
a solution mathematically, its physical signicance is dubious. Requiring that the solutions
are pure real, or that the energy in the elds be non-zero would exclude the pure gauge case




In this paper we have generalized our previous exact, Schwarzshild-like solution for SU(2)
Yang-Mills theory to SU(N+1) by using an embedding of SU(2) into SU(N+1) [4]. This ex-
act SU(N+1) solution was found by using the connection between general relativity and
Yang-Mills theories. It was found that the Schwarzschild solution of general relativity car-
ries over with only a little modication into an equivalent solution for an SU(N+1) gauge
theory coupled to massless scalar elds. Just as the Schwarzschild solution possesses an
event horizon which permanently connes any particle which carries the \charge" of the
gravitational interaction (i.e mass-energy), so the present solution also has a \color" event
horizon which permanently connes any particle which carries the SU(N+1) gauge charge.
This may be the connement mechanism which has long been sought for the SU(3) gauge
theory of the strong interaction, QCD. Before this claim can be made there are several
important questions which must be resolved. First, under some reasonable physical assump-
tions about the nature of our solution it is found that scalar elds are required for a solution
to exist. Normally scalar elds are not thought to play a signicant role in connement,
so the physical importance of these scalar elds would need to be addressed. Second, there
are several arbitrary constants which crop up in the solution (K and r
c
). In order to make
a connection with the real world these constants would have to be given. Theoretically K
should be related to the strength of the gauge interaction as well as the magnitude of the
gauge charge which produces the Schwarzschild-like gauge elds. Experimentally K should
be related to the radius of the various QCD bound states (e.g. protons, pions, etc.). The
other constant, r
c
, was introduced chiey to avoid the singularity at r = 0, but also because
our solution does not possess the property of asymptotic freedom as r! 0. This should not
be too surprising since our solution is for classical Yang-Mills elds, but as r! 0 quantum
eects should become increasingly important. Thus r
c
can be thought of roughly, as marking
the boundary between the classical, conning solution of this paper, and the quantum dom-
inated asymptotic freedom regime. All this strongly suggests a bag-like structure for QCD
9
bound states : As a particle approaches r = K from r < K, it feels a progressively stronger
color force which connes it to remain inside the bound state. As the particle approaches
r! 0 it enters the asymptotic freedom regime, where it moves as if it were free.
An interesting extension of this work would be to see if other exact solutions from general
relativity have Yang-Mills counterparts. In particular if a Yang-Mills equivalent of the Kerr
solution could be found it might give some insight into the nature of the spin of fermions.
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